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About This Game

A giant comet breaks up and showers Earth with meteorites of different sizes. As a members of Earth's Meteorite Defense
Command it is your job to guard your district from being annihilated by the massive rocks and other threats. Are you up to the

task?
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Coolest game in a while. I totally reccomend it. If you played and enjoyed any of the Might & Magic games you will feel right
at home here.

I'm in a game hole now that I'm finished with it.

I hope there is more depth to character build, dungeons and story in the expansion. That doesn't mean this game doesn't have
depth, but you can tell the designer wants the game that comes in the box with three 5-1/4" floppy disks instead of one. Any
gamer from the 80's recognizes what I'm trying to say. Bigger!

I appreciate a game designer that recognizes where it came from. Thanks Older Bytes.. I don't own a PS4 so I was hoping they
would release a Steam Edition for this game and I'm glad that I waited! I have been a fan of the KOF series since KOF '98 and I
LOVE this game! I hope they decide to release more DLC for it. If not, then I hope they at least have KOF XV in
development!. One of my favorite puzzle games of all time on the PSP and it still holds up. I will say that it gets a little
disorienting at times but I still love it.. The multiplayer doesn't work.. The game might have had several unique ideas and
features, but it is still as broken as it was on its retail release. It is ridden by technical issues that can render it completely
unplayable. And sadly, there seems to be no support for it.
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This game was fun back in the days, but sadly, it is broken right now.
I would recommend this game tho, it mades my childhood happier.
And that's why I'm crazy now :3
My personal enjoyment : 7 out of 10.. Got an Achievment 10/10

Serously though dont know what the ♥♥♥♥ to do. dont like it. Really good game espically for players who like history!. A
good game that actually has a nice soundtrack and let's you replay hands to get perfect scores. Much better than their first game
that had no replays.. lol just use cheatengine.. Very good DLC adding a new race and a campaign comparable to the base game
in length. The difficulty is up, which seems to put some people off, but then one could argue the base game was too easy.

You have to plan your moves now. All units in the undead roster have a reason, and now you also have to use spells and timing.
E.g. If you want your units to heal, you have to plague the enemy first and give it a few seconds to spread, then every kill heals
your units. When dealing with mages you have to use your mana troops to teleport and stab them in the back to remove them,
otherwise they'll do tons of damage. When dealing with the bosses you have to move your troops around to minimise area of
effect damage. Etc.

Is it more complex? Yes. But I think that adds to fun and satisfaction when beating the game.

The story is fun and the humour like in the original. If you liked it, you won't be disappointed.

Thumbs up and hoping for Dungeons 3.. All Steamworld games are worth it, and this game is no a exception.

It has touches of JRPG, Slay the spire, Darkest Dungeon... but with a personality of its own. The truth is I liked it more than I
expected.
Don't stop making Steamworld games!. I liked the art and minimalistic approach, but gameplay is not for the people whose not
so called "speedrunners" (which i am not anymore). I think will pass this one..Really want to like it though.
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